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Hoopster Sam Allen ambles onto
the basketball court smiling, with
his head tilted back and hands and
feet a-flopping. His teammate Roy
Hammonds strides on powerfully
with eyes that show no fear. The
two friends have visibly different
demeanors, personalities that seem
like polar opposites, but when it
comes to their love of basketball,
they have one heart.
Whether the team is up or down
by 20, the two senior starters constantly communicate, each always
knowing what the other is doing.
They assist each other in passes,
rebounds and baskets, and even let
out the same familiar whoop to let
their teammates know they’re open
for a pass.
"When you have a common
thing like basketball, everything
else just kind of fits in,
Hammonds said. In some aspects
we’re like night and day, but then it
combines together and it works as

Spartan Lindy Samli Writer
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Roy Hammonds, left, and Sam Allen celebrate after clinching the Big
West title from Utah State last weekend. "It’s been a blessing for me to
be able to finish out my college career with a player like (Sam Allen)

because whenever! take myself to do something, I give it my very best.
And I’ve seen that in him," said Hammonds. "I’ve seen that in him."

There’s a new measure that is
going through the State Assembly
that could change where students
choose to get a bachelor’s degree.
If AB 445 passes, some students
can go to their local community
college and walk away with their
degree.
Introduced by Assemblywoman
Marguerite Archie-Hudson (D48), AB 445 would allow California
State Universities the option to set
up a contract with community colleges for upper division course
work.
Traditionally, people attended
community colleges to work on
their lower division general education while saving money.
After they completed the work
and received an associate degree,
they moved on to a four-year institution to obtain their bachelor’s
degree.
See Degree, page 4

San Jose Taiko: the pulse of rhythm
By Lindy Botsvert
Spartan Daily Staff Writ.,

They weave through and
around each other. They figureeight around four drums positioned in the center of the room.
They alternate instruments with
other percussionists never missing
a beat. They promote their ethnic
identity by combining dance and
rhythm, presenting a rigorous regiment of physical training.
San Jose Taiko is an internationally known performance company
that utilizes Japanese drums creating contemporary Asian music
from a traditional Asian practice,
said Roy Hirabayashi, the San Jose
Taiko artistic director and performer.

64
I felt it right in my heart. It was heart-felt.
Linda Ingram
international Student Services

99
"We’ve been doing this in San
Jose since 1972. I was one of the
members who helped start the
group," Hirabayashi said.
The San Jose Taiko Company is
comprised of 14 members. Six
were at San Jose State University
on Tuesday at noon.
They started their performance
in the Umunhum Room of the
Student Union standing in front of

large Japanese drums called make.
their hands were above their heads
pointing sticks in the direction of
the crowd that had filled the seats
to watch.
"I’m from Japan," Yojiro Imaya,
environmental studies student
said. "We have this there. It’s more
like a spiritual rhythm."
The group of six performers
started drumming quietly at first,

but soon exploded into a pulsating throb. There were three
josukes on tilted stands, one shaker or hyotan and two pairs of smaller drums, similar to snares, called
Aim".
"I felt it right in my heart," said
Linda
Ingram,
International
Student Services secretary. "It was
heart-felt."
They do sumo-wrestler squats.
They jump. They spin. After each
number, the performers are
breathing rapidly.
"I like to make sure that members are getting some sort of exercise to stay in shape for the performances," Hirabayashi said. "It is
very physical."
See Taiko, page 4
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Yumi Ishihara, a member of San Jose Taiko, drums during a performance in the Student Union Tuesday. The group has been drumming
and performing traditional and contemporary pieces for 23 years.

Experts to probe terrorism
By Shane Lewis
Spartan Deily Staff Writer

Just a few months
someone intentionally I", .sened a rail from a railroad
track before an approach to a
bridge in Arizona, causing an
Amtrak train to plunge into
an arroyo. The result was
deaths
and
numerous
injuries.
Experts from across the.
country will discuss how to
combat such terrorist attacks
on surface transportation in a
symposium Friday from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Umunhum Room of the
Student Union.
The symposium, offered 1)%
Minet.i
the Norman Y.
International Institute Iii
Surface Transportation Polit
Studies (11STPS). will featut
four experts in the field.
"The speakers are a who’s
who as it relates to the world
of terrorism on transportation," said Rod Diridon. exe( utive director of IISTPS.
Tom Savage, chief security

A
who’s who
in the world
of
sabotage
comes
to SJSU

office, tot the Net%
k
Transit Authority; Patri(
J. Webb, counter terrorism
squad supervisory special
agent of the FBI; truest R.
Frazier, chief of police for
the National Railroad
Corp.
P.essenger
intrak ), and
Denis
kson, vice president for
technical operations at
American
Medical
Response West are all
expected to be present.
MI have had to deal with
terrorist attacks in the last
few months.
"These are the
people who have handson experience with terrorist acts and the% are going
to share it." Diridon said.
"Each of them will do a 45
minute presentation and
then, after they are all
done, we will gather all
four of them into a panel
for a question and answer
session with the audience."
See Terrorism,
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Recalling George

Mistaken identity

Another shutdown?

Beware of quakes

The "100 great years"
of George Burns were
recalled Tuesday as family and friends mourned
him at a simple funeral
at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park.
Page 3

Whitney Houston has a
problem with men who
claim to be her relatives.
She is suing a man who
claims to her cousin and
who allegedly defrauded
a doctor of $100,000.
Page 3

Republican and
Democrats accused each
other Tuesday of threatening a new federal
abutdown as the Senate
detested spending legislation.
Page 8

Residents of the San
Francisco bay area
should brace themselves
seismologists say the
odds of a major earthquake are about to
Increase.
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Measure E will help keep elections fair
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of the five measures
One
on
the
Associated
Students election calls
for restricting the number of
elections on ballot issues to once
a semester. What a concept.
Students will be allowed to
vote on one of the stipulations
on Measure E today and
Thursday which states that ’’itny
election ballot issues, other than
recall, shall be placed on the
spring ballot or during the
month of November pnor to
Thanksgiving break."
Now there’s a measure that
makes sense. When Associated
Students conducts special elections, it allows small special interest groups to put issues on the
ballot. There are elections during specific times of the year so
that students will be informed

when these take place. Voting
then can become a custom.
But when there are special
elections between these dates,
and when they are held frequently, which is something Associated
Students is infamous for doing, it
only confuses the student body.
The only reason the student government should hold a special
election is to have a recall.
Not only is it inefficient to
have more than one election
during a semester, it also costs
money. Last fall Associated
Students spent $8,000 for a special election to vote on three initiatives.
One of the three initiatives,
was a recreation fee initiative.
The other two dealt with changing certain actions within
Associated Students. Was it

absolutely necessary to spend
$8,000 for a special election,
which occurred in October,
rather than wait for the regular
election held in November?
We are not saying the initiatives weren’t important, but was
it absolutely necessary to vote on
it right then and not wait until
November? By not lumping all
the initiatives together, the
October initiative seemed selfserving.
Associated Students has a huge
responsibility to the student
body, and it must be especially
careful when it expedites funds
from its million dollar budget. If
this measure passes, we hope
Associated Students will be
responsible enough to keep elections to once a semester.

We can’t trust Hillary Clinton about Whitewater
By Dustin Shekel
Let’s face it, somebody is flat out, blatantly lying about the events surrounding the whole Whitewater
fiasco. I have a suspicion the culprit’s
name is Hillary.
In general, someone needs a degree in
finance or an unflawed pentium chip to
decipher the details of this scandal. What I
do know is some of the events that have
taken place or been uncovered since the
overwhelming flood of Whitewater began
to drown the consciousness of America
have created many unanswered questions
about the integrity of our esteemed first
lady.
Unsolved mystery number one: How
did the missing billing records from
Hillary’s Arkansas law firm miraculously

appear in the White House after two years
of searching? This is the mystery that led
Whitewater investigators to do the
unthinkable subpoena the first lady to
testify in front of a grand jury. Simply
being called to testify doesn t imply guilt
of any sort, but in this case prosecutors are
interested in how, if at all, Hillary obstructed justice in the investigation process.
The long-sought billing records turned
up in an office next to Hillary’s office in
the White House that only she, her husband and a few members of their personal
staff are allowed to enter. The papers were
folded, sitting on a table, in plain view and
in the handwriting of Hillary’s former
partner at the Rose Law Firm, Vincent
Foster, who committed suicide in 1993 at
the same time Whitewater began to erupt.
These documents are so important to

the Whitewater case because they reportedly will show whether Hillary or the Rose
Law Firm had anything to do with the failure of her financial partners’ James and
Susan McDougal, savings and loan that
cost tax-payers $65 million.
The irony of this whole thing is Hillary
under oath, up until the time the documents reappeared, denied working more
than minimally for McDougal’s Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, and completely disassociated herself with one of its
most botched land deals, Castle Grande,
saying she knew absolutely nothing about
the deal. The records now show she
worked more than 60 hours over 15
months on projects for the savings and
loan, including Castle Grande.
And to top it all off, the documents
were found two days after the statute of

limitations had expired, eliminating any
chance of a civil suit against her. What a
surprise.
Unsolved mystery number two: Just how
was it possible for Bill and Hillary to make
such a killing in the commodity trading
market in 1979? Hillary says she studied
the Wall Street Journal to get the tips that
enabled her to make a 10,000 percent
profit on her investments while Bill was
governor of Arkansas. What she fails to
mention is that her investment account
was headed by a lawyer who worked for
Arkansas’ poultry interests, a commodity
which gave Hillary a sizable chunk of
change. What a coincidence.
What comes out of this may amount to
little more than another issue for the
Republicans to place on a pedestal during
this year’s massive campaign of Clinton-

Republican Party is not as strong as
The
it would like to be and it’s only going
to get weaker as long as its members
continue to battle among themselves. Dole is
a shoe-in for the GOP nomination but
Forbes and Buchanan keep campaigning
along, not afraid to throw cheap shots at
Dole in the process.
Forbes is a joke and just seems to enjoy
throwing his millions away just to earn
respect and to be in the limelight. His major
position seems to be the installment of the
flat tax, and he appears ready to spend as
much as necessary for people to agree with
him on the subject.
Pat Buchanan is obsessed with beating
Dole and is slow in accepting defeat. In a
statement last week. Buchanan was quoted as
saying ’We are going to fight until hell
freezes over and then we are going to fight
on the ice." His focus now is to target the
Southern states in an egotistical attempt to
prolong the inevitable.
Buchanan is campaigning during these
GOP primaries like he is going to war against
the Democrats. Not only does he refuse to
tone down his attacks on Dole, but vows to
throw his two cents in if Dole chooses Colin
Powell as his running mate.
Buchanan has already told Time magazine that if Dole was to pick the pro-choice
Powell as his running mate, the Republican
Party would lose the whole right-to-life movement as well as a large portion of the
Christian Coalition. According to the latest
Time/CNN poll, this is not totally accurate.
In the poll, people are asked who they would
vote for if Powell joined the Dole team.
Amazingly, the poll saw Dole-Powell victorious over Clinton -Gore 47 percent to 45 percent.
If Dole shakes off all of the GOP dust and
does the smart thing in making Powell the
vice presidential hopeful, he has a chance.
Experience is the selling point for Dole, and
with 28 years in the Senate, he has it. He has
been the Senate Republican Leader since
1984 and his staff members are all too willing to do what ever they can to aid in the
Republican cause. They are set to lay traps
for Clinton in hopes he takes the ban.

Among other strategies, one is to send up
another version of welfare reform and tax
cuts for children in hopes Clinton will slip
and veto the very positions he stood for in
1992.
Another factor in how it might be a close
race is how far the Whitewater scandal goes
in tarnishing the Clinton name. A lot of
money was manipulated in this real estate
nightmare and the question of the Clintons’
integrity has become more and more of an
issue. The apparent suicide of Deputy White
House Counsel Vince Foster, who represented the Clintons in their Whitewater interest,
still draws some questions.
Escalation of Bosnia could also hurt the
Clinton camp. Clinton has not made any terrible blunder as of yet, but America is tired
of seeing its troops being sent over to warring countries when the two factions appear
to be fighting for meaningless reasons.
What the final outcome is going to come
down to is if Clinton has worn out his welcome. It is hard not to like Clinton, who is
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eople sometimes ask
me if
I write
the things I
write just in
order to piss
people off.
They want
to know if I
do this stuff
to generate
letters and catch an audience
like I live for some kind of public
affirmation or something. These
people accuse me of being insincere
they accuse me of making
these things up just to get a rise.
Nothing could be further from
the truth, dickhead, I tell them.
I’m just intrinsically a little abrasive. I seem to naturally rub people
the wrong way. I like controversy, I
guess. It’s just the way I am, you
know? Real. That’s me. I’m real. I
can’t stand faking it.
For example: The other day I
was talking to this friend of mine
well he s not really my
friend,
more of an acquaintance I guess.
Anyway, this gay guy he’s got a
girlfriend but I know he’s gay
because most people who lisp and
like listening to Michael Feinstein
are homos he tells me it wasn’t
nice to call him ’homo.’ I was only
joking with him. I don’t know what
his problem was. "Don’t be gay," I
told him.
Some people are just way too
sensitive. I didn’t mean to cause
trouble when I told my vegan professor the pate I brought to the
class potluck was made out of
mushrooms. What’s a little beef
heart gonna hurt?
When I arranged for a field trip
with my women’s studies course,
how was I supposed to know the
Burbank Theater was inappropriate? Heck, the chicks even got in
for free.
That time I wore the American
flag as a cape to the Pearl Harbor
survivors tribute I was just trying to
lighten the event up. And I still feel
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often described as a people-loving, futureminded man with vision. However, our economy has not gotten better even though more
jobs have been created.
Dole does not have a set plan on fixing the
budget, but could probably do a better job in
getting things going in the right direction
with the Republican Congress. One of Dole’s
goals is to direct money away from the corporate giants and more toward the common
work force of America. Another goal of his is
to shift some power from Washington to the
states in such areas as welfare. This could win
him some votes in California.
America must ask itself: do we want the
youth and vitality or do we want change? At
73, Dole would be the oldest president, but
he is far from being incapable. At this time
we need a president who is going to have the
common person’s interest in mind, one we
can trust and whose intentions are in the
right place. Only November will tell.
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Just shut up

Factions may ruin GOP bid
By Russell Hall

bashing. What will definitely happen is the
American public will begin to question the
integrity of their first lady. Obviously, she
has not been exactly truthful about some
including
dealings,
business
her
Whitewater, her questionable sources of
income while acting as the first lady of
Arkansas, and the dismissal of the %line
House travel staff she claimed to have
nothing to do with, despite the evidence
to the contrary.
How are we supposed to trust anything
that comes out of her mouth? What a
dilemma.

kind of bad about the pork hot dog
thing at last years
Jewish Studeid ThIbi
picnic.
Just because I
leave the tilde off of
your n’s and the accent
off of your a’s doesn’t
mean I’m culturally
insensitive. I have lots
of friends who aren’t
Americans.
No matter where I go these days,
I just can’t avoid the politically correct ’90s. I even have trouble at
work. Last week, I caught this guy
trying to sneak onto the basketball
court.
"But I’m a basketball player," he
goes. I go, "Yeah, right." I mean
come on, this guy was white. Who’s
he trying to fool? He’s just like that
woman who tried to teach me
trigonometry in high school.
People are so silly.
I just wish they’d lighten up so
my mouth won’t keep getting me
in trouble. It’s just not fair. I mean,
how are we supposed to know what
is going to offend somebody in this
day and age? Everybody has their
little label and little list of words we
all supposedly can’t say without
starting World War III or something.
It can just be any teensy, tiny
thing. I don’t just do it on purpose.
I don’t just hate. I just make mistakes. It’s just unavoidable. The
only solution, I guess, is just for
people like me to just shut up.

JUSTIN
CARDER

CHECK OUT ACTIONS NEATLY
CHAINED ON THE WEB AT
http://www.sjsu.edu/depts/Daily/Actio
nil
Satire is a lonely and introspective
occupation, for nobody can describe a
fool to the life without much patient self
inspection.
Frank Moore Colby,
American editor and humorist.
Justin Carder is a Spartan Daily
Columnist.
His column appears every Wednesday.

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be
put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight bentel Haft room 209
*faxed 10 (408)994-3937 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity. grammar. libel and length.
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Bad taste from Gibson to Jackson
Braveheart, Braveappendix

Today
Akbayan Club
Meeting. 3p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 534-1140.
Asian Student Support Group
General Meeting. 2:30p.m.4p.m. Administration Bldg.,
rm. 201. Call 924-5910.
Buhver-Lytton English Club
Meeting. 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Campus Democrats
Weekly meeting. 4p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo
rm. Call 364-1243.
Catholic Campus
Mass. 12noon. JohnisOUt7
Center, 195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610.
Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos.
Apply 9a.m.-10:30a.m.
Music Bldg., Choral Activities
office. Call 924-4332.
Delta Sigma Pi
’Entreereneurship & Marketing. 7:30p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Cal/ 223-9401.
Department of Nutrition
& oald Science
Measuring percentage of body
fat. 3:15p.m.-4:45p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., tin. 103.
Call 924-3110.
Fantasy and Strategy Club
Meeting 5p.m:10p.m.
Student Union, C,ostanoan
tin. Call 924-7097.
lenerhdds Council
ational "meth" 12430p.m.-1
Call 938-1640.
SWIM Unine

Night* at Zoom’s.
-11p.m. First and
Fernando streets.
48685.
Delta
Annual Shamrock
t All day, with barbecue
Karam Delta house.
10th &Call 279-9035.

Thursday
Asian American
Christian Fellowship
A night of worshipping God.
7:30p.m. Student Union,
Almaden rm. Call 286-6427.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
()rigoing Igiok sale. 10a.m.2p.m. Wahlquist Library,
rm. 408 and :lark library,
II thby. Call 924-2705.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible study with brown -hag
lunch. Noon-I:30p.m.
Student Union, Mon talvo rm.
Call 292-5404.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
Lenten worship service and
supper. 6:30p.m.-8:30p.m.
First Immanuel Lutheran
Church, on Third Street.
Call 924-8031.
Meteorology Seminar Series
S. Wang. 11:45a.m.-12:45p.m.
Duncan Hall, rm. 615.
Call 924-5200.
ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Jeanine Slater of ASPIRE.
12noon-1:30p.tn. Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 924-5950.

Okinawan Shorin Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Society of Latino
Engineers and Scientists
Meeting. 5:30p.m.-6:30p.rn.
EnOneerin Bldg., mi. 366.
can 92

School of Art Sc Design
Gallery exhibits by students.
1 la.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg., galleries. Call 924-4330.

Sociology Club
Meeting. 3p.m.-4p.m. Dudley
,
Moorhead WI, rm. 226B.

Sigma Chi
"Derby Days Lip sync."
6:30p.m. Scalawag’s Club.
Call 998-1722.

Dr. Quinn becomes Dairy Queen
NEW V IRIS, (Al’) -Jane Seymour says she "had
to follow iris heart" on having children at age 45,
despite her doctors’ warnings.
"They told me I could have died," said the star of
"Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman," adding that doctors were concerned about her age and her history
of two miscarriages.
"But I knew it would turn out all right. I had to
follow my heart on this," Seymour said in an interview in the April issue of McCall’s magazine.
Seymour recently gave birth to twin boys, John
and Kristopher. She now has four children of her
own and two stepchildren.
Her fourth husband, director and producer
James Reach, has nicknamed her "the Dairy
Queen" because she’s breast-feeding the twins.

Redford trades art for matter
NEW YORK (AP) - Robert Redford says he sees
the commercial movies he’s made in recent years
as a part of a trade-off: They allow him to do what
he likes best - direct, prialuce and develop films.
"I don’t fault Hollywood - it entertains. But it
should learn the worth of diversity instead of making passes at pretending," he said in an interview in
the April issue of McCall’s magazine.
As for his current movie, "Up Close and
Personal" with Michelle Pfeiffer, he said: "I was
drawn to the story. It’s about the media, which
interests me."
Redford, 58, plays a hard-boiled has-been
reporter who helps turn Pfeiffer into a glossy
anchorwoman.

Mit 9241#
uistkm Fellowship
Telctin Qg. Noon. Student
Union, Costanoan mi.
Call 267-5787.

lid Chi &Wiliam Club
Workout. 8pan.-10p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8074.

Spartan Spectrum
Dame Team

SpsnaGthde knee and avail
able to students, faculty & ludf
assocons. Deadline is bpae
two dun before publication.
Yams available at DWI 209.
Entries may be edited to allow
for vox restrictions

Houston sues false cousin
moRRisilm N. N.J. (Al’) - Whitney Houston

Auditions for Fall ’96 tvam.
(Wear your tights.) 8p.m.
Music Bldg., Comert Hall.
Call 92

Rabbi Harvey Fields conducted
the brief service attended only En
family and close friends of the
comedian, who died a few week’,
after his 100th birthday. N.,
celebrities were in evidence; a larger memorial service for show business friends is planned in about a
month.
"Bob Hope called and wanted
to come, but if you invite him and
one or two other stars, you have to
invite them all," said Fein.
A drizzle fell from a gray sky as
the service drew to a conclusion.

has a problem with men - men who claim to be
her relatives.
The tap star is suing a man who claims to be her
cousin and who allegedly defrauded a New York
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Politico pops question as Rod croons
BOSTON (AP) - As soon as Rod Steward
crooned "Have I Told You Lately That I Love You,"
Rep. Martin Meehan turned to his girlfriend and
popped the questi,
Yes, Ellen Mut plo said during the concert last
week at the Wort ester C.entrum.
She thought the concert was a nice touch.
"We’re big Rod fans, and we like that song,"
Murphy said. "But the seats weren’t VIP."
Meehan asked her Out on their first date - a
New England Patriots game in 1994- by mail.
"I was sending out thank-you notes to people
who helped me out with a fund-raiser," he recalled.
"When I wrote Ellen’s, I also asked her to the
game."
Meehan, 39, a Democrat, is serving his third
term in Congress. Murphy, 31, is an executive at a
women ’s sportswear company. They will wed July
13 It’, I ,econd marriage and her first.

Former first lady doesn’t miss Washington
WASIII NGTON I AP ) - Barbara Bush says she
doesn’t miss "one darn thing" about the White
House.
Still, she said she believes she had an easier time
being first lady than her successor, Hillary Rodharn
Clinton.
"I didn’t have a hard row to hoe because I chose
a much more passive role than Mrs. Clinton has,"
Mrs. Bush says in April’s Good Housekeeping.
"I thought I could do the most good if I let
George Bush do the job he was elected to do and I
did the job I wanted to do, which was make literacy
an important part of every American family."
She has mixed feelings about the news media:
"They were wonderful to me but just awful to
George," she said.
Asked if she sees similarities between herself and
Mrs. Clinton, Mrs. Bush mentioned a couple:
"We’re both young and good looking."

Brit rocker protests Jackson’s flavor
LONDON !AP, - A British locker won’t be
charged with disrupting Michael Jackson’s performance at an awards show by jumping Onto the
stage.
Jarvis Cocker, lead singer of Pulp. had said
Jackson’s "Earth Song" made him sick. He was initially accused of hitting three child dancers who
performed with la, km ai at the British music industry’s Brit Awards show in February.
Cocker denied the allegations and a videotape
showed that Jackson’s guards may have accidentally
hit the youngsters as they escorted Cocker off
stage, police said Monday.
Cocker was unapologetic, saying he was protesting Jackson’s "bad taste."
"It would be gin xi for him to get a bit of reality
into his life," Cocker said.

SPRING TRAINING.

Mailbox Rental

PRESENTED BY Thr ASSOCATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOA

=Travel

408-295-8886

Health Science
Undergraduate
Student Association
Meeting. 2:30p.m.-3:30p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, rm. 322.
Call 985.1957.

School of Art Sc Design
Gallery exhibits by students.
1 I am.-4p.m. Art ifidg., galleries. Call 924-4330.

$265*
$265*
$265*
$389*
$249*

httpwwww.ctse.orgictsictsnometum

1.05 AN(.1’.1 ES (AP) - ls,i,m Irurrips first
movie role has .t familiar ring.
"The First Wises Club" is a comedy about three
middle-aged women who form an alliance bent on
revenge when their husbands abandon them for
younger women. The former Mrs. Donald Trump
plays herself as she counsels stars Goldie Hawn,
Bette Midler and Diane Keaton.
"I was basically telling the girls not to get mad,
but to get everything," the 47-year-old Ivana told
TV’s "Extra" in an interview for broadcast
Wednesday.
In her own divorce, Ivana reportedly got $25 million, the children and the house in Connecticut.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Alhance
Meeting. 3:30p.m.-5p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, rm. 223.

iiiDelta
Twelfthi Annual Shamrock
Project. All day. Kappa
Delta house, 278 S. 10th St.
Call 279.9035.

$210*

394 University Ave., Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Trump stretches acting ability, plays self

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. I 2ritxm. John XXII
Genter,195 E. San Fernando St. Call 938-1610,

ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Evening advising program.
(Drop by.) 5p.m.-7p.m.
Student Union, third floor
lobby. Call 924-5950.

PARIS
London
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Madrid
Costa Rica

Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nitelife" meeting. 8p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 924-7910.

Interfaith Council
Meeting. 3:30p.m. Student
Union, Council Chambers.
Call 938-1610.

Family, friends mourn
Burns without celebrity
GLENDALE (AP) -The "100
great years" of George Bums were
recalled Tuesday as family and
friends mourned him at a simple
funeral.
"He often said lie knew
entrances and exits," manager and
longtime friend Irving Fein told
mourners at Wee Kirk o’ the
Heather church at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park. "Last Saturday, he
knew it was time to go.
"He was here for 100 great
years. We may have wished for
more, but no one in this room
could have wanted him to hang
on, unable to hear the laughter
and applause or take his bows.
"So, George, we’ll miss you. I
know you took your music with
you, so wherever you are, I hope
they’re plaiing it in your kei "

/Kis \
fmeigency surgery to
remote his appendix has slowed Mel Gibson down
for a while.
The 40-year-old actor suffered an appendicitis
attack while flying from California to New lterk and
underwent surgery Sunday at New York HospitalCornell Medical Center, publicist Alan Nierob said.
lie was released the same day.
"lie’s doing great," Nierob said Tuesday. 1 don’t
know him- long he has to rest, but it won’t be long."
Gibson still plans to attend the Academy Awards
on Monday. He has been nominated for directing
"Braveheart." BUt the filming schedule for his latest movie, "Ransom," may have to be reshuffled.

d,s oa
51011.0oll
Ifs the thud Mlle III IWO years that the singer has
sought court protection against men who claimed
family lies
A Mao hi 26 hearing was scheduled for
Wellington Stuart, who Houston claims has been
passing himself off as Wellington Houston, son of
her late uncle Henry Houston.
According to the suit, Stuart used his fictitious
relationship with the family to ingratiate himself
with an elderly physician, from whom he allegedly
stole $100,000 through credit cards and forged
checks.
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Now is the time to gear up fitr spring training. Super
low roundt rip fares on Amtrak California’s Capito/s. San
loaquIns and Son Diegans make it extremely attractive.
Better still, use your Student Advantage Card ’annual
enrollment $20, and receive an additional 15’, discount.
That means more money to spend once you get there’
The trains of California and connecting shuttle buses
can take you just about anywhere in the state without the
hassle and hidden costs of driving. During spring break
you can visit friends on other Campuses. Or, grab those
skis and head fin Tahoe. Discover Yosemite. Explore the
beaches at Santa Barbara. See the San Diego Zoo. Or, he.
why not give the folks a thrill and show up at home’
Whatever you chorese. there’s no easier or more economical way to get there and hack than on the train. On
board you can relax, listen to music, have a snack, or just
watch the scenery roll by. Amtrak California trains !ire
comfortable and roomy with space. to stow your stuff. If
you ride the Capitols Monday through Thursday through
March 14 you will receive a second ticket five.
-lust look at some of Amtrak California’s incredibly
low fares. It’s time you started .ener spring training.
Contact your college travel service or call Amtrak at
1-800-USA.HAIL.
Humana,
With SA Card
Fares

Sacramento
824 .
South Lake Tahoe . . 841 .
Yosemite
554 .
Los Angeles
578.
San Diego
586.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Savinga

$21
56
$35
846. . . . $8
$87
513
$73

Amtrak California
I,,, soul Student Advantage
\ \1 iii \ h \lunnen Cede 4’Al. I
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Degree: Community colleges would be allowed to offer upper division courses
From page I
istophei Cabaldon,
Acct.:ding to
Assembhsvonmui Archie-Hudson’s chief
consultant. AB 445 would ’expand access
ILL the bachelor’s degree."
The measure would allow community
colleges to enter into agreement with
CSUs to offer upper division course work
and grant baccalaureate degrees through
the specific (SU.
It also states that the funding for each
upper division student at the community
college be the average of the statewide
general apportionment and the per student appropriation at the CSU.

Cabaldon said that there are mit
benefits behind this measure.
it is significant in the remote rural
areas where people are isolated from
the CSU system." Cabaldon said. It
would be for those students who could
not move away from their homes to
attend a four year institution.
it is also for an impacted school or
arra." said Cabaldon.
Cabaldon said schools are rapidly
become impacted and there is less
room to accommodate all the incoming students.
Ness Larson, chief consultant on the

66

It is significant in the remote
rural areas where people are
isolated from the C.SU system.
Guiatopher Gabaldon
chief eunsultant

the CSUs the option of starting a program. "It’s purely choice," said Cabaldon.
g to agree to do this if
"No CSU is g
they don’t want to and see no advantages."
According to Cabaldon, the programs
are set up on an individual basis between
certain community colleges and universities. "The specifics are left up to their individual contracts," said Cabaldon.

Assembly Committee of Higher
Education, said that he feels AB 445
will not pass due to the fiscal effects
that it will have and what change it
could have on how Proposition 98 allocates money to the community colleges.
According to Larson, California
will face the challenge within the next
millennium of a dramatic increase in
students wanting a higher education.
He said that AB 445 would allow
universities to redirect their students to
stay within their own communities.
The proposition would only give

Taiko
From page

PHOTOS BY AARON SPOZZI SPARTAN DAILY
RIGHT:After an exhilarating 20 minute performance by the six
piece percussion group, an enthusiastic crowd applauded the
San Jose Taiko’s demonstration.

ABOVE: An energetic stage presence combined with the harmony of the group was a definite crowd pleaser for those who
attended the noon time performance.

Terrorism
From page 1
There are two goals for the symposium,
according to Diridon.
"Our first goal is to expose the people
responsible for transportation systems in
how to respond to terrorist acts," he said.
"The second is for us to gain information
ourselves for a research study we are doing
on the best practices to combat terrorism

in the world."
Miles Welter symposium director and
professor of management information systems, said people should go to the symposium.
’They should come to gain insights into
various techniques and the direction the
transportation agencies are taking to combat terrorism," he said.

Registration at the door is $5 with student ID and $25 without.
For more information call (408) 924
7560 or fax at (408) 924-7565.

1
1 try to do step aerobics, or any aerobics. We practice from nine to 20 hours a
week," Gina Yamamoto, drummer and
employee of the San Jose Taiko
Company said.
important,"
"Choreography
is
Hirabayask said.
They incorporated movements to
coincide with the rhythm and the striking of the drums. The three josuke
drummers are the forefront of the
ensemble. They communicate through
smiles and single syllables. They
rearrange the drums between each
piece.
Flitting both the rim of the drum and
the cenua of die skins with wooderixicks
int orporates both different sous s and
an alternate visual appeal. Cliniffit the
two sticks together during a number
breaks the drumming by using a different sound.
Continuing the visual experience, the
Taiko company designs their costumes
and even makes some of their drums.
They wore black, red and white horns,
Japanese short robes, with San Jose Taiko
written on them in Japanese. Black

pants, a purple sash and a purple head
band complete their ensemble.
"Happis are robes that are traditionally
worn by entertainers," Imaya said.
In the final number, two josukes were
placed on stands at eye level and horizontal so that each end could be pounded by two people. In the center, two were
set up at an angle so that the person hitting the horizontal drum could also
stretch out and bang on the center one.
This final number included every
member on the josukes as well as the
other instruments.
.4141e try to mitt everyone so that they
arrAilicalkaltrable." Hirabayashi said.
After training with the Taiko for 11
months, those would like to audition to
become a member of the group must
first learn to play each instrument well,
Hirabayashi said.
The San Jose Taiko will be playing at
Santa Clara University on March 29, 30
and 31.

the blue-collar workers
’Death card’ makers fight for jobs Wooing
Working class

Two paramedics who
FREMOIs4T (AP)
planned to market trading cards featuring photos
of mangled corpses are in a fight to save their jobs.
Paul Schmidt and co-worker Todd Quilici have
3.000 nine-card packs of their "Cards of Death"
ready to sell at $895 each.
They insist they didn’t take the photos on the job
but their employer, American Medical Response.
suspended the pair with pay on Feb. 14 and met
with them on Monday to investigate.

"We are incensed," said company spokesman
Chuck McFadden. "Paramedics are in the business
of saving lives, not profiting from death."
The paramedics said they intended to do good
with the cards, which carry messages about how
deaths can be avoided. They say the photos were
taken by an unidentified friend, do not reveal the
identities of the victims and do not involve their
employer.

VOTE TODAY!
Associated Students
Government Elections
Polling Locations:
Onside each building)

Student Union -

9:00am - 8:00pm

Event (enter (Wed. 3/13) -

9:00am - 8:00pm

(lark Library (Thur. 3/14)-

9:00am - 8:00pm

MarOuarrie Hall (Lobby).

9:00am - 1:00pm

NOTE: 1996 Transit/Enrollment Card mast be present as
Polling location to Vole

(

USE IT DON’T ABUSE IT!
VOTE!
for More Information

1408) 924-5955

unimpressed
with Buchanan
Ass,. wen Prnsa Writer

As a blue-collar worker, Jeff
Harper knows about shrinking
paychecks and shuttered factories.
Pat Buchanan is trying to woo him
on these very issues, but Harper
isn’t impressed.
"American jobs for American
workers it’s easy for him to say.
He’s never had to vote on anything," says the pipe fitter from
Joliet, Ill. "Coming from a man
who drove a Mercedes-Benz, it
doesn’t hold any weight for me.
He has no idea what the blue-collar people of America do."

But Buchanan’s iliessagt hits
home with David Ross, an
autoworker at Chrysler’s nearly
100-year-old Jeep plant in Toledo,
Ohio,
who
worries
about
American jobs moving overseas or
to Mexico.
"Who’s to say it won’t happen
here and that I won’t lose my job?"
Ross asks. "Buchanan is the only
candidate ... with enough guts to
say ’Enough is enough."
As the Republican presidential
campaign shifts to the industrial
Midwest with March 19 primaries
in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin
and Ohio, the debate turns to
blue-collar concerns: trade, plant
closings, wages and unions.
President Clinton courted bluecollar workers in 1992, winning all
four Midwest states voting next
week. Though some supporters in

Play the $25,000* Bay
Area Baseball Fantasy
Challenge Contest
It’s the inaugural season of the newest fantasy challenge contest Cash prices based on SOO
entnes will toga! $HAW.. The overall 5,555cr Will cam $5,000, and the winner it each 2
team league will take home $500. One in Ilse contestants will earn a cash prize!
&1St students will recene a SI 0 credit toward plaNer transaction, Ins sending in a copy of a
current student body card with the order limn! Xdditional group discounts are a, ai table So
in the fun with the most realistic tututass league so. le Ill the business, and enter today’
Call 408 -244-PLAY for complete rules, regulations, and order
forms, or write to: Bay Area Fantasy Challenges, 5255
Stevens Creek Blvd. Suite 207, Santa Clara, CA 95051

44:Saddle R’ae.,4
Wednesday Extravaganza
...after 10pm...

)

No Cover charge
Draft Beer $1.00 / Well Drinks $1.50

(408)286-3393
Between Race St and Meridian Ave
2 blocks North of 280
We’re on the Internet!! http://www.GottaDance.com

this heavily unionized area feel
betrayed by his support of NAFIA,
many aren’t willing to abandon
him for a GOP candidate.
"I
wouldn’t
vote
for
a
Republican if he paid me," huffed
Jim Kraus, a 51 -year-old United
Auto Workers member employed
by Caterpillar Inc., the heavy
equipment giant in Peoria, Ill.
"The middle class doesn’t stand a
chance."
Len Epson, a 28-year veteran of
the General Motors Tech Center
in Warren, Mick, echoes the sentiment.
"The Republican Party is for the
rich man. Always has been. Always
will be," he added, noting he will
support Clinton as he did in 1992.

Hero dog
calls 911
NASHUA, N.H. (AP) A dog
named Lyric remembered her
training Tuesday, using a preprogrammed telephone to call for
help after her owner’s oxygen
mask came loose.
Judi Bayly said she could have
died if her Irish setter had not
been there to help. "I feel like if
my husband’s away I’ve got some
kind of guardian angel sleeping
on my bed with me even if it’s red
with a fur coat," she said.

$39 contacts(B.1 }V)

$59 glasses...)
eye exams

call for details and make
your appointment at

JCPENNEY’S OPTICAL
EASTRIDGE MALL

408-238-8160
(bring in this ad before 3-314)6)
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Allen and
Hammonds
take time out to
goof around
during a practice in February.
"Me and
Sammy are
always joking
around," Roy
said.

Parting seniors,
friends forever

Roy Hammonds, #32, and Sam Allen embrace after a highly emotional game against Utah State in Reno last weekend. "stI
a lifetime," said Hammonds of his friend Allen.

a fnenaship that will last

From page 1
as one.
Allen, who averages 13.5
points and 4.9 rebounds each
game and Hammonds, who
averages 11.7 points and 6.3
rebounds are the second and
third highest scorers of the
Spartans. In the Spartans last
home game against CSU
Fullerton, Allen had a season high
30
points,
while
Hammonds had 15.
Allen and Hammonds have
been working hard together
since 1994. As a transfer from
the University of Washington,
Allen was a. red-shirt, while
Hammonds was expected to be
a starter.
1 was excited to be able to
play with someone like him,"
Hammonds said of Allen. "He
brought a lot of excitement to
the game. He was like me. He
always worked hard. There’s
not one day he comes in that
he’s not willing to work hard."
The two looked forward to
playing together because of
their 6-foot-7-inch frames and
equal ability on the court, but
because Allen was a redshirt,
they originally weren’t going to
play together.
Hammonds
expressed
disappointment
because he wouldn’t be able to
work with the "skinny, big-eared
kid" he had met at a recruitment camp in San Jose in 1993.
The two joked that maybe
Hammonds should also redshirt so they could play together the following year.
Ironically, a collision between
them during a November practice resulted in a knee injury for
Hammonds, putting him out
for the season. Nevertheless,
when Allen needed a place to
live, Hammonds took him in,
and according to him, It’s
been us two ever since, pushing
each other on and off the court
in every aspect of life."
"They’re very close," SJSU
head coach Stan Morrison

explained. "They beat the heck
out of each other daily, but
Saturday night when the lights
go up, they’re on the same
side.
Their common work ethic
provides a connection on the
court while their complementary personalities give their
friendship a balance off-court.
"He’s an intense person and
I’m more of a loosey-goosey
kind of guy," Allen said. "It’s
really a lot of fun with him
because he’s real mellow. I’ve
learned a lot of little things
from him that way."
Hammonds, in turn, feels
that he also has learned a lot
from Allen.
"It’s give-and-take for both of
us. That’s what’s made our relationship
so
special,"
Hammonds said.
Hammonds, who is considered by teammates to be a very
serious person, said he has
become less intense because of
Allen’s light personality.
"I’ve never really let anybody
in to enjoy the real person
inside of me. He’s just, like, so
goofy that he makes you laugh.
He makes you just stop and
think, and itht sa% \ on have to
enjoy everything there is about
life."
Despite their different personalities, they share a similar
attitude about life due to their
similar upbringings. Both come
from suburban areas of large
cities
Hammonds from
Houston and Allen from
Sacramento and both are, in
Hammonds’s words "mama’s
boys."
"Roy comes basically from
the same background 1 came
from, like respect your mom,"
Allen said. "He has the basic
insights as I do, the same
thoughts and feelings."
"Those guys are just twins,"
said
fellow
player
Ken
Kavanagh. ’They’re both nuts."

PHOTOS AND TEXT BY T.R. NICHOLS
Hammonds and Allen have lived together since last year "It’s beer
relationship with Sam because I can imagine myself if I lived with someone
who was just like me, I wouldn’t get along with them," said Hammonds

Hammonds sits in the locker room exhausted after the Spartans got
a much-needed win over Santa Barbara, February 22. Hammonds,
described by his teammates as serious and intense said of Allen,
"He’s kind of helped me lighten up a little bit."

Allen and
Hammonds don’t
know if they’ll ever
play basketball
together after this
season, but plan
on continuing their
friendship. "I’m
sure we’ll keep in
touch," said Allen.
"Roy and I are the
same type of people. We don’t
need to talk every
day."

Hammonds, who
escorts his
fiancee
Franchesta
Marbury and Allen
with his mother
Patty, are honored
as seniors at the
final home game.
March 3 "For the
love of this game,
if I never play basketball again after
my college
career’s over with,
I hope that somebody learned
something from
me," said
Hammonds.
"Whether that’s
trying to be a
good person or
just working hard
and never stopping That’s about
all that I have to
offer"
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Spartans
head to
Dallas
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Spartan Duly Staff Report

Men’s Basketball
Spartans will face No. 1
Kentucky in the Midwest
Region on Thursday in
the first round of the
NCAA Tournament at
9:30 a.m. in Dallas.
The game can be
watched on KCCN (Ch
46) or heard on KSJS
(90.5).

SJSU forward
!itch kW,
came of the
bench to score
thewInrung
I-wee-pointer in
me final seconds against
LAC" State
See Basketball story on page

Women’s Tennis
SJSU meet against
Gonzaga is cancelled
due to rain.The
Spartans will have to
wait to play next
against University of San
Francisco on Thursday
to continue their two
game winning streak.

Men’s Basketball
Kentucky learns from
last weekend’s loss and
is ready to take care of
business.
See Basketball story on page ’

Photo BY TR. Nn.iioi.s - SPARTAN DAILY
SJSU forward Rich Taylor came off the bench and lotted a three -pointer that lifted the Spartans over Utah State University. Here he holds
on to his gold watch after the game in disbelief of hitting the game winning shot.

Bench plays role in success
Taylor hits a key
three-pointer
By Jeffrey Niese

For Matrh 13-15

Men’s Basketball
Spartans play No. 1
Kentucky in the first
round of the NCAA
Tournament, Thursday
9:30 a.m. in Dallas.
Baseball
SJSU at Southern Utah
Friday, 8 p.m., Muni
Stadium.

Men’s Gymnastics
SJSU at UCSB
Invitational, Friday,
8 p.m.,

Men’s Tennis
SJSU at USE
Friday, 1:30 p.m.,
San Francisco.
Soflball
SJSU at National
Invitational Softball
Tournament, Friday.

nit Spartan basketball team is in the
:‘,;( AA it ninnunent, but they didn’t get there
with just the five plovers that start every
game.
SJSU basketball point guard Tito Addison
said the production of the players coming
off the bench this year "has been huge."
"Pia% ing duct games in two and a half
itass, son net ii the hen, I,." Addison said,
about the three-game Big West Fournament.
Phi’ tt s coming oft the bench don’t have
much time to prepare. They have to be
reads it a moment’s notice to get the game
and produce. Like minute men of the
American Revolutionary War, Darren
Greene, Jahi Bacon, LaRon Campbell-Hall
and Rich Taylor must always be ready to
jump in and produce.
Morrison said these four players have
been key in winning the Big West title.
The four have contributed an average of
16.8 points, 8.8 rebounds and 15.1 minutes
per game through the conference schedule.
Greene said coming off the bench "you
get a chance to see the game and you know
where you are needed."
"lithe team needs rebounds or scoring
you can sec that, he said.
Morrison said. "He’s a five year senior and
there are s, n hit I% things he can do."
Greene also said coming off the bench
requires that %. ,ii be consistent, "you always
have to produce."
Stan Morrison said the job of the players
coming off the bench is a very difficult one.
"They go into the game cold and they
must immediately be on top of the game,"
Morrison said.

The SJSU basketball team left
Tuesday around noon for Dallas
and the big match up against No.
1 seed University of Kentucky in
the Midwest Region of the NCAA
Tournament.
The Spartan band and SJSU
supporters were present for the
press conference and rally to send
off Olivier Saint-Jean,
Roy
Hammonds, Sam Allen and the
rest of the basketball team.
The Spartans will play at 9:30
a.m. at Dallas and the game will
be aired by KCCN (Ch. 46) and
can be seen at San Jose Live. Also
KSJS-FM (90.5) will air the game
live.
The Cinderella Spartans at one
point during the season were in
last place in the Big West
Conference with a record of 4-15.
But by winning nine of there
last 10 games the Spartans found
themselves with the sixth and last
seed in the Big West Tournament.
Winning every game they
played last weekend, being the
underdog in every game, they
found themselves in the NCAA
Tounament, where they haven’t
been since 1980.
That was also the same year
SJSU won its last Big West
Championship.
SJSU has never won a game in
the NCAA Tounament.

Tennis
match
cancelled

The Spartan bench

Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

Schedule

SPARTAN DAILY

Spartan Dolly Staff Report

Rich Taylor
Made the winning three-pointer in the BWC
Championship
game. Averages 5
points a game.

Darren
Greene
Can play every
position on the
court and averages 5.1 points a
game.

The players go in the game and they
might have to get a rebound, or get at steal,
or make key free throws, Morrison said.
Morrison said Bacon is playing his best
basketball all year long. "He has made some
monumental three pointers in key games
that have given us a needed cushion."
Morrison also said Bacon’s timing couldn’t
have come at a better time.
"When I get a chance to play I go out and
try to help the team best I can," Bacon said.
"When you get out there you’re expected
to perform. You don’t want to let your teammates down," he said.
As for Rich Taylor, Morrison said everyone
knows what he has done for the Spartans.
Hitting a three-pointer that finished off
Utah State University and giving the
Spartans a 76-75 BWC Championship victory
and a trip to the NCAA Tournament.

Jail Bacon
Good
shooter
and is at his best
right now with an
average of 4.3
points off the
bench.

LaRon
Campbell-Hall
Very intense player who can play
the point and
gives starter Tito
Addison rest.

Morrison also said Taylor has provided
strong defense all year long. "He’s a very
good defender. He’s a tough guy for how
skinny he is."
Taylor said when he gets into a game he
tries to provide a spark any way he can.
"I look to excite something on defense,"
Taylor said.
Another player that has come on lately has
been LaRon Campbell-Hall. "He has been
sporadic at times," Morrison said.
Morrison also said Campbell-Hall brings a
lot of quickness and intensity into the game.
"He plays with a lot of stability," he said.
The sideline is very supportive, "we could
not win without the bench," Morrison said.
SJSU forward and starter Roy Hammonds
said, "The bench has given us a lot of support and has helped to get me over the
hump."

Periods of heavy rain canceled the
SJSUs women tennis team match
against Gonzaga onTuesday.
The match was scheduled for
1:30 p.m. at the Spartan Courts.
The team is currently 3-3 with
the next scheduled match at USF
on Thursday.
The Spartans go in with a two
game winning streak after whipping both Southern Utah 7-0 and
Notre Dame-Belmont 7-0.
This was the fourth rained out
match this season. The matches
against Hawaii on Jan. 30, CS
Sacramento on Feb. 27 and UC
Santa Cruz on March 5 were also
cancelled.
SJSUs current top singles player
is Mary Tourlotte with two wins
and 1 loss.
Ranked second are Michelle
Matro and Amy Bankston, each
with four wins and two losses.
The number one doubles team
is Tourlotte-Holmes with two wins
and one loss and in second is
Matro-Bankston with three wins
and two losses.
The rescheduling of the matches has not been determined.
The. Spartans next match is against
University of San Francisco on
Thursday at 2 p.m. in San Francisco.
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Pitino believes loss brought No. 2 Wildcats down to earth
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky coach Rick Pitino hopes
the loss to Mississippi State will
make his No. 2 Wildcats quit
believing everything they hear
about themselves.
Kentucky (28-2) had a 27-game
winning streak come to an end
when it fell 84-73 to Mississippi
State in the SEC tourney championship game on Sunday.
When you hear people say it’s
the best team in 31 years ... you
suddenly believe the nonsense,"
Pitino said. "Mississippi State puts
a hammering on you and now you
say, ’Wait a second. Boy, was that
not true?’

" that’s where I think the great
lesson was learned. I’m excited
about that because I think if we
didn’t learn that lesson, I don’t
think we had a chance of a national championship.
"We will not be full of ourselves," he added. "Right now, we
have a humble group of young
men."
Kentucky opens play in the
N(:AA Midwest Regional against
San Jose State (13-16) on Thursday
at Dallas.
Pitino said his team’s defense,
especially against the three-pointer
in the SEC tourney, is a concern
right now.

15).

64

"That’s

When you hear people say it’s the best team in 31
years ... you suddenly believe the nonsense.
Mississippi State puts a hammering on you and now
you say, ’Wait a second. Boy, was that not true?"
Ridt Pitino
Kentucky basketball coach

9,
Kentucky held opponents Sc) 30
percent shooting from 3-point
range during the regular season,

but in the tourney it was burned by
jFlorida (9-for-9), Arkansas (10-for20) and Mississippi State (9-for-
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CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN DE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy learning about Irish. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.

VOLUNTEERS
INTERVIEW SILICON VALLEY
newspaper freelancer re: your
evaluation of your local high
school. Direct quote plus photo
taken. Must be at least 18 yrs Pi
Will recess a copy of the paper with
the article. Call for campus interview.
Susan 108/737-7339.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PARENT EDUCATOR
Reinvent parenting program for
DD Adults 25-30 hours per wk.
59-$11/hr. Fax resume 248.4464.

FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
ft & PT positions avail in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
available. Flex hrs. $7/hr to start.
Apply in person. 1314 So. Mary
ACCOUNTING CLERK, Pit-TIme Ave. Sunnyvale.
& temporary, 2025 flexible hours.
Cook’s Automotive.
ATTENTION: ACTIVIST ORIENTED
408/453-7771 EOE.
students. Help the Calif. Nurses
Assoc. get the 1996 patient
SUMMER STAFF NEEDED in the protection act on the Nov. ballot 8,
Sierra Nevada Mtns: One hour work to guarantee access to safe.
Northwest of Lake Tahoe in the
affordable health care for all.
Lakes Basin Recreation Area. Flexible part-time positions avail.
Counselors, supervisors, lifeon campus with evening &
guards, canoe instructors and
weekend shifts offered. Salary
activity specialists. Experience
potential of $600 or more.
working with girls necessary. You must be at least 18 years of
Tent/Camp Food plus Salary. For
age & a registered voter in the
an application. call (702)32243642.
State of California.
Cali Warren Mar at 408.2433391.
JOBE JOBS LOBS
Hiring NOW, canpaign ends Apil 21.
Borg-Worrier Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
AUNTIE ANNE’S PRETZELS
FT/PT/Weekends orgy
at Oakridge Mall. Part-time, late
$7.59
afternoons, evenings, and weekUnarmed security officers
ends. Flex hours. Call George
Prestigious client sites
229.2008.
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
Military experience a plus
FT/PT positions with infants,
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE toddlers, preschool & school age.
1-800-385-9419
Great advancement and growth
or apply in person
opportunity. Good benefits. *rimed.
591W. Hamilton @ San Tomas Exp openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
Call Action Day Nurseries.
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
408.996-1437.

COMPUTER TIMIS TANDEM
"Software Development Support Requires hands-on Unix & Sun
work station experience. Develop
tools for program developers.
Emulatkr Ortlgun9tion/Toolarn8h Develop debug & support new
emulation control scripts. Create
functional emulation configure.
lions. Translate & write Verilog
modules. Must have Unix & ’C’
programming experience (Verllog
desired)& know Si,,, workstations.
’Both positions: Part-time school
year. full-time other. Top Pay!
Contact & get resume to Dick
SIllan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng.
491, leave message.

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates.
Call 3566782.

TEACHER: Before 16 After School
Program, F/T. Paid medical.
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
units required. Resume to:
Frederick Ferrer. 0 Gardner
Children’s Center. 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125. EOE.

NEED HELP READING?
Learning Disabled Students.
can Angela 924-3680

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time. am/pm shifts, flexible
hours. Serving Downtown Sardose
Inner City Express. Apply in person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING *Iositrans
are now available at National Parks.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits -v bonuses! Cal:
1-206-971.3620 at N60412.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Students Needed! Fishing industry. Earn up to 53,000-56,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206971-3510 ext A60413.

$40,000/711 INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users. Toll Free 1-800-898PART-TIMEWNTPERSON Flooded 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
Evenings & Weekends
Salary & Tips
Apply in person
SERVICES
Britannia Arrns - 5027 Nmaaen Exp.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS accepting students who wish to
iElent school-age recreation Neg. mei in playing guitar or bass. All
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the levels welcome: Beginning,
School year, turns into F/T (or pin Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
during sum, camp prog. Ont. sal. any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Janet at 354-8700)(23. (Not wail. Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
school year? Call for summer employ mentt feguards, camp leaders). CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1-900-622-COPS
Personal Safety
DAICARENMED 2-3 afternoons
Home security
per week. My home. Two children
w/ disabilities, 11 & 15 yrs.
Vehicle security
Child safety
S6/hr. Call Jamie at 281-1420.
Consumer assist
information
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - Male
up to $25-545/hr. teaching basic
$1.70- min. (9-min max)
conversational English in Japan
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
Taiwan. or S. Korea. No teaching THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
Bus. Ph.* 4086836723.
background or Asian languages
required. For information call:
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
1-206-971-3570 ext. J60412.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Asian couples need your help college teacher) assists with
to conceive. Can you help? research & writing. Tutorial also
Ages 21-30, healthy and avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
responsible. Generous stipend Convenient Peninsula location.
and expenses paid. Please call Dissertation/thesis specialist.
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
(415) 5260505...aek for Dwillet
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Contact California Cryobank Assistance with Visas and Green
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm. Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney 415.267-7267.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. WRRING HELP. Fast professonal
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. Essays, letters, application
Near Light Rail, Transit.
statements, proposals, reports.
Call Today. Work Tomorrow. etc. For more info, please call
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Dave Bolick at 5166014554.
Downtown
408-494-0200 VISA/MasterCard. FAX. [Mall.
Campbell
4033642700
Office positions also available.

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers. group
Projects, resumes, mini (*micro
cassette transcription All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Cal
Linda 408-264-4504.

AUTOS FOR SALE
134 PONTIAC FIERO SE. Fully
loaded. It has 23k miles on new
engine. $3503 oto. 409/258.2002.

FOR RENT
2 BDRM. APARTMENT - $000/1110.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close in
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENT+BATH $325
per mo ’-ull & $100 aep Ne,
SJSU. Call 408/321-7445.

CALL. MA/ICIA 2669448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing,/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Twabisn MLA
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc.)Ncrk/English/History
MEN & WOMEN
International StudenteWekome PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Close to SJSU Campus.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permaEXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. nently remove your unwanted hair.
Science & English papers/theses Back - Chest Lip- Bikini- Chin our specialty. Laser printing. Free Tummy etc. Students & faculty
spell check and storage. APA, receive 15% discount. First appt.
Turabian and other formats. 1/2 price if made before 631-96.
Resumes. editing, graphics Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
and other services available. Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
Masterson’s Word Processing,
(408)379-3500.
Call Paul or Virginia 408251.0449.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
Let me do it for you!
Resumes. Term Papers.
on your body, from facial hair to
Screenplays, APA.
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Dictaphone.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
Pickup / Delivery Available
1190 Lincoln, San Jose. 9939093.
Julie - 445-0707
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
NI Students Receive20)6Discount.
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
"Resumes "Term Papers
BECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Letters *Tape Transcriptions
Unwanted hair removed forever.
20 years experience.
Specialist. Confidential.
Low Rates!
Your own probe or disposable.
408/297-3341.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
247-7486.
THE PERFECT PAPER
’Resumes
’Research Papers
SPORTS/THRILLS
Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
There is nothing compared to
Arnarcurd. 10 minutes from SJSU.
the exhilaration experienced by
All work guaranteed. Call Jane skydrving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
from 8am-6pm 0(408)937-0373,
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
PROOFREADING EDITING
1.510-634-7575.
& Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
they are graded; A polished
paper improves grades.
INSURANCE
Free pickup and delivery.
18 years business experience
AUTO INSURANCE
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
Campus Insurance Service
(408) 241-0513
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Professional Word Processing! "Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters. "Good Student" "Family Mult6car"
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing
FREE QUOTE
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
NO HASSLE
grammatical editing. Free disk
NO OBUGADONAI
storage. All work guaranteed!
so open Saturdays 9-2
Worry free, dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
call now to reserve your time!
WANTED
Call PAM 247.2681 (8am-8pm).
HANDICAPPED MAN ooking for
iivain companion. Cali after 4pm.
3703604.

FOR Nanonta./ AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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NEEDED
BARTENDER TRAIN
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed tithe immediate
area. Full-time/pert-time openings.
Call today 1.41968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Coy. Swing Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Cal orappy in parson Mon-Sun 7.7.
408286-5880. 5550 Martial he.
lotwn Sol Cats arid Parlencor.
bard the Cad at Ray Store.

ACTIVIST Prevent Cancer- Fight
corporate pollution! Motivated &
articulate? Silicon Valley Toxics
Coalition. Equal opportunity emp.
advancement. PT. eve. 288-7882.
1-4 pm.

DAILY CLASSIF7ED - LOCAL RATES

$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toil
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.

Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3
4
5
6

Knee
linos
lines
Ones

One
Day
$5
$6
$7
$8

"Antoine got us this far," Pitino
said of the 6-foot-8 sophomore.
"He’s had a great season. But
Antoine has to be great for us to
win the whole thing. If he’s not
great, we have to play almost a perfect game."
And he believes Walker has to
do a lot of things for the Wildcats
to be successful in the NCAA tourney.
"By that I mean he has to
rebound, block shots, dominate
the low post. He has to pass and
make everybody better. If he doesn’t do that, we’re not going to win
the whole thing."

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282

DAYCARE WEE= 2-3 afternoons
per week. My home. Two children
w/ disabilities. 11 & 15 yrs.
$6/hr. Call Jamie at 281-1420.

FAST FUICIRAISER Rase $500 in 5
days-OB*5. Grace CILbs, motivated
individuals. Fast, easy No financial COLLEGE STUDENT ’TO DO" UST
obligation 1-800862-19820E33. _Register for class _Roommate
_Place
Place to lave Student loan Buy
STUDOIT DENTAL PLAN I
_FlNE) A10131! _Strike
Only $57.00 per year.
up a conversation with that nice
Save 3096- 60%
looking person I met at registration.
on your dental needs.
"We can’t help you with everything but we may be able- to help
For int call 1,8006583225.
you with a job.
Would you like a position that
will compbment your class schedule?
EMPLOYMENT
Positions wadable througrout San
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights & Jose, Santa Oaa, Fremcrt 8, Milpitas.
weekends for private parties in
VANGUARD
Los Gatos area. Must have rnM. 1
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
year customer service experience.
& desire to serve people. Polite,
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
well groomed, and professional
ccener Scott/San Tomas.
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/5461747. YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
FT/FT School-age childcare (6+ ECE)
preferred. M-F. 26 flex. Looking
CAR PREP / DRIVER
You will keep all cars ship shape, for fun creative people who are
washing, vacuuming, checking willing to make a difference.
fluids 8, driving. Positions are now Summer opportunity also availavailable at our Sunnyvale and able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
Mountain View locations. We offer For more information, call Marie
flexible schedules in a fast paced, at 408.3701877.
friendly environment. Candidates
must be at least 18 years of age DOES YOUR SUMITIER AB SUCK?
with college credits & possess a Our 129 year-old publishing comgood driving record. Please apply pany, Southwestern, is looking to
in person with D.M.V. printout at: select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
Average profit from summer work:
680W. El Camino Real
$5,766. For interview information
Sunnyvale. CA 94087-1211
call (408) 241.9903.
(408) 730.0900
OR
INTERESTED IN INCOME that
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
1415.A W. El Camino Real
won’t take time away? Distribution
1-800484-9872 ext. 4054.
View,
CA
94040-2405
Mountain
(415) 967-6930
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
IUTCHEN Cleanup helper needed and rewarding job? Become a
T-Th/6:3043pm, F/12:30-2pm. Lv. teacher or a subsitute for our
name & ph. *0 292-7303, Ozabeet school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
MARKE71NO/ENVIRONMENTAL students. Most teacher positions
We need 3 individuals willing to are afternoons. M-F. Substitute
work hard for above average positions are perfect for those
income. Bilingual a plus. Part-time. who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE.
Fulltime. 408-988-1760.
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
4Th 8 SANTA CLARA CHEVRON Please call Small World Schools
needs pert-time help. midafternoon at 408379-3200 ext. 21.
to eerty wening. tight mechanical &
tube service. Monday thru Friday
3.7pm. Call Stan: 295-3964.

Olin§

because you will on defense,
Pitino said. "I think that’s what
we’ll take out of the SEC tournament and really work on in the
next few days."
If Kentucky defeats San Jose
State, it will face the winner of the
game between Wisconsin-Green
Bay and Virginia Tech on Saturday.
Pitino denied a rumor that forward Antoine Walker had been
suspended from any games. He
said Walker was benched for most
of the second half against
Mississippi State because he was
unhappy with his overall play.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
than. any eissrantee Implied. The
classified Wallin of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and oliedrigs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

dangerous

Two
Days
$7
$8
$9
$10

Three
0IIY4
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$11

FIT* Addross
Days
$13 ohs State
$14
P110111,
$15
$16

Send check or money order to
$1 for each additional line
Spartan Dolly ClaseMleda
After tate flIth day, rate Increases by $t per day. Son Jose State Unit/
San Jose, CA 95192,072
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold ter $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 (s-tea: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
Al ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates lor consecusve publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 994-3277

Please check
one classification:
_,,,amiccs ...cs
Greek Messages*

_Events*
__Announcements,
_Lost and Found..
__Volunteers*
__For Sale*
_Autos For Sale*
_Wanted*

_
._-rave
_Tutoring*

_Employment
_Opportunibes

_Word Process
_Scholarships

_Computers Etc

%modal student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 Una ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
6H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE

SCHOLARSHIPS

REMANUFACTLIRED
Flew:en-Pack:kb Caroler Proaucts
90 Day Warranty
Vectra 486, various models
LaseNet II and Ill, all models
OfficeJet and OfficeJet LX
Fax 900 and 950
Call for pricing
(8001 887-9654
MasterCard/Visa

$1,000 STUDENT SCROLARRIPSI
$1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spnng arid Fall 1996. Graduates
recerve 5 or more job offers.
Starting salanes from 5306+.
For details, contact 0. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
FREE MONEY Far Yaw EducaNced
Apply for your Share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services,
408-261-8676.

$$ WE PAY TOP CASH SS
"For Old/Used Compute,
Memory & CPU’s.
"We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can heio Private money.
No pay back. For details, call
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667.

TRAVEL
EUROPE 8249.
Be a little flexible and save 55$.
Well hap you beat ti’s airline vices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCHO 8068349192
airrfitchlbnetcom.com
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3.500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Into: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
penn,eS On $1 De’ rouent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toil
Free 1-800.898-9778 Ext. H-223E
for current listings.

Certain advertisements In
these colurrns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information
Classified readers shoukl be
reminded that, when nwlng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
’ascetic’s or merchand ie.

DAILY
SWORD
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utL’it’er,s will appear in the newt issiu:
ACROSS
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6
9
14
15
16
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Scour
18th letters
Turkish nfficial
"Home
Extinct bird
Famed statuette
Type of
notebook
19 Whip to a froth
20 Lithe kid
21 Secret
23 Newts
24 Put on board
26 Actress Potts
28 Filch
31 Spouse
33 Steps
34 Coil
38 Sawbucks
39 Chicken - king
40 Microbe
42 Prepares
leftovers
45 Monkey lure7
47 Actress Gordon
48 Brawled
49 Detective with
a lollipop
52 Frau’s husband
53 Solitary
54 Fio’s neighbor
57 Tart
61 Soothes
63 Mouth organ
65 Wide.awake
66 Writer Rand
67 Played the part
68 Pushover
69 - -relief
70 Nourishes

DOWN
Peppers
companion
2 Sate
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Noah’s
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Pounce
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captain
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court
59 Chilled
60 Pops
62 Animal’s home
64 Clumsy one
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Shutdown unlikely as both sides point fingers
Negotiations go on
as money runs out
VA.SHINGTON (AP) Republicans
and Democrats accused each other
Tuesday of threatening a new federal shptdown as the Senate debated spending :1gislation that President Clinton says shortchanges SO( la! programs.
Even though money for dozens of agencies runs out Friday, a partial government
closure is unlikely because neither
Democrats nor Republicans want to be
seen as causing it. In a sign of their eagerness to resolve their dispute, lawmakers

from the two parties negotiated privately
over how to pay for a Democratic effort to
add $3.1 billion for education to the bill.
House and Senate leaders say if there is
no agreement with Clinton this week on
legislation to finance these programs for
the rest of the Year, they want to send him
stopgap legislation that would keep programs running for at least another week.
Both parties see profit in accusing the
other of recklessly holding government
functions hostage to their budget
demands.
"He wants more money to spend.
Always more money to spend while we’re
trying to impose some reasonable

restraints on spending," said Senate
Majority Whip Trent Lott, R-Miss. He
added an agreement should be reached
"without threats, intimations or intimidation."
Democrats said proposed GOP cuts in
education and other domestic programs
are unreasonable.
"Your agenda is too harsh," Sen. Paul
Wellstone, D-Minn., said. "Your agenda is
too extreme, and it is a profound mistake
for us to get into divesting children."
At stake was a Senate measure providing
about $160 billion for dozens of Cabinet
deparunents and agencies for the remaining half of fiscal I996. For these programs,

whose 1996 funds have been stalled by a
budget dispute. Clinton is demanding an
additional $8 billion. He wants the extra
money for environmental, education,
high technology and job training programs.
Budget-cutting Republican senators said
they had already added more than $1 billion the president wanted and would pro%-ide $4.7 billion more if offsetting cuts
elsewhere in the budget are found later. A
similar House bill approved Thursday
would provide an extra $3.3 billion if sayings are found.
"I believe we have gone about as far as
WC can," said Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,

chairman of the Senate Appropriations
Committee. "If there are the votes to do
more, we will."
Democrats objected, and prepared
amendments to restore some of the
trimmed funds. Senate Minority Leader
proposed an amendTom Daschle,
ment that would restore $3 billion for
schools, saying, "Siphoning off money
from education consigns America’s children to second-class futures."
Democrats were also preparing amendments to restore money for the environment, high technology and other programs.

Bay quake odds worsen Company says pipeline,
Studies reveal
more faults
to worry about
MENLO
PARK
(AP)
Residents of the San Francisco Bay
area should brace themselves
seismologists say the odds of a
major earthquake are about to
increase.
Before the 1989 Loma Prieta
quake, the U.S. Geological Survey
calculated a 50 percent chance
that the region would have a 7.0 or
larger temblor by the year 2020.
Studies after Loma’ Prieta hiked
that figure to two chances in three,
and now, a new
or 67 percent
set of studies will send it higher,
USGS seismologists say.
The post-Loma Prieta estimates

looked only at three faults, the San
Andreas, Hayward and the northern bay area’s Rodgers Creek system.
Seismologists now say there are
other major faults, including the
Concord, Calaveras and San
Gregorio, as well as a network of
smaller systems that could generate a major quake.
USGS
spokeswoman
Pat
Jorgenson said Tuesday a full
report will be published by next
year based on new information
from government, universities and
private companies.
In the meantime, agency seismologist David Schwartz has been
making the rounds of local emergency preparedness offices to
share the bad news.
"By adding all the additional
earthquake sources," Schwartz

said, "the estimate of the probability will increase."
Schwartz declined to estimate
the new figure, but some experts
have placed it as high as 90 percent.
"Whatever the number is, it’s
just going to reinforce the idea
that the public has to be prepared," he said. "Earthquakes
have happened before and they’ll
happen again."
To give a more reliable figure,
scientists participating in the new
studies will look at a fault’s recurrence interval, or the rate at which
stress builds up to earthquake.
They will use mathematical
models to predict how the faults
move, separately and together.
"We know that faults in the Bay
Area talk to each other, so to
speak," Schwartz said.

Judge blocks legislative amendment
LOS ANGELES (Al’) At the
request of a consumer group seeking full reimbursement for insurance customers, a judge has
blocked a legislative amendment
that modified Proposition 103, the
1988 insurance rate rollback initiative.
The
Proposition
103
Enforcement Project estimates
that the addition to the state insurance code, passed by the state
Legislature in 1993, would lower
refunds to policy holders by up to
$400 million.
The article governs insurance
companies’ premium taxes and

commission expenses during the
rollback year of 1987-1988.
Proposition 103 required companies to reduce their Nov. 8, 1988,
rates by at least 20 percent from
the rates they charged a year earlier.
The excessive rates resulted in
commissions and taxes that were
too high, and the insurance companies are using the amendment
to justify passing those costs on to
customers, the consumer group
claims. The amendment prohibits
charging the state for those
"extra" costs.
Superior Court Judge Diane

Wayne granted a temporary
injunction against enforcing the
article on Monday pending further arguments.
"The next step is to get a final
decision that this law is constitutional and violates Proposition
103," said Gina M. Calabrese,
attorney for the enforcement project.
"This should send a loud message to the insurance lobbyists and
the legislature that the courts will
protect the initiative’s power to
further the will of the people," she
said.

Bay Area water supply safe
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) Chevron
Corp. on palsy that the section near the reservoir is "overdeTuesday said its pipeline that runs near the San signed for what it really needs to be. ... It’s a
Antonio Reservoir is "overdesigned" and poses no pipeline that’s got an unblemished record."
threat to the area’s water supply.
There is no word on whether the PUC will conThe San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, sider legal action against Chevron. But last month,
in a closed-door session Tuesday afternoon, was city staff sent a notice to the company, terminating
expected to discuss the pipeline, the source of a the lease and asking the company to remove the
long-standing dispute between the city and pipeline, the city attorney’s office said.
Chevron.
Utilities commission staff say the seismologist
The
San
Francisco
Chevron hired predicted
Chronicle reported that
that the Calaveras fault is
the pipeline could rupture
due for earthcivakes of 6.6
in an earthquake and conand 7.0 magnitude, which
taminate the water supply
could shift the ground
for 2.5
million
San
around the pipeline as
Francisco Bay area resimuch as 14 feet.
dents.
The
pipeline
moves
The pipeline, much of
about 1 million gallons of
which is on city land that
oil each day. It was the
Chevron has leased since
Anson Moran source of conflict between
the mid-1960s, runs along
utilities commission general manager the company and the city
the edge of the San
in 1991 when an engiAntonio Reservoir near
neering firm hired by
Sunol in Alameda County.
Chevron
suggested
replacing the pipeline
A seismologist hired by
Chevron last year found that the pipeline crosses with stronger materials.
the Calaveras fault 13 times. However, the points
"This is absolutely the safest way to move the
where it crosses would not threaten the reservoir, product it’s 300 times safer than a tank truck,"
said Chevron spokesman Bill Steel.
Steele said. "In order to supply that much product,
The reservoir, which San Francisco owns, brings it would take about 150 tank trucks daily."
Sierra Nevada water to residents in Alameda, Santa
He noted that the pipeline was unscathed in the
Clara, San Mateo and San Francisco counties.
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, which had a magin"We have had consultants out there, and tude of 7.1.
Chevron has had consultants out there," said
But that has not satisfied PUC officials.
Anson Moran, the utilities commission’s general
"I tried to explain to them it is our land," said
manager. "We read those reports, and we got Marion Otsea, president of the PUC. "If nothing
alarmed."
else, we could ask them to get off the land." The
Steel said pipeline technicians have told the COT- company pays $8,300 a year to lease the city land.

66

We have had consultants out
there, and Chevron has had
consultants out there. We read
those reports, and we got alarmed.
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Vote for these friends of
education on March 26:
Ken Yeager
Democratic candidate, 23rd Assembly District
SJSU faculty member and long term supporter
of public education

John Vasconcellos
Democratic candidate, 13th Senate District,
A long record of effective advocacy for
students and public education.

Vote YES on
Proposition 203
Fund important health and safety upgrades,
educational equipment and improvements in
educational buildings and facilities.

Rememberthe election is during semester break. To vote by mail,
your request for an absentee ballot must be received by the county
registrar of voters by March 19. Need a request form? Stop by the
Student Union (Governing Board or Business office) or the AS Print
Shop and pick one up.
Paid for by the California Faculty Association Political Action Committee, 5933 W Century
Blvd 4214, Los Angeles, California 90045

March 1115th
9,3 pm

At the Spartan Bookstore

